Using femtosecond laser pulses at 800 and 400 nm, we characterize the formation of underdense channels in air generated by laser filamentation at the millijoule-energy level by means of transverse interferometry. We find that using tight focusing conditions, filamentation generates a supersonic shock wave and that the resulting low-density channel lasts for more than 90 ms. Comparison of these results with hydrodynamic simulations using an Eulerian hydrodynamic code gives an good agreement and allows us to estimate the initial gas temperature at ∼ 1000 K. The influence of experimental parameters such as the focusing conditions for the ultrashort laser pulse, its polarization or the wavelength used is then studied and linked to previous characterizations of filamentationgenerated plasma columns.
Using femtosecond laser pulses at 800 and 400 nm, we characterize the formation of underdense channels in air generated by laser filamentation at the millijoule-energy level by means of transverse interferometry. We find that using tight focusing conditions, filamentation generates a supersonic shock wave and that the resulting low-density channel lasts for more than 90 ms. Comparison of these results with hydrodynamic simulations using an Eulerian hydrodynamic code gives an good agreement and allows us to estimate the initial gas temperature at ∼ 1000 K. The influence of experimental parameters such as the focusing conditions for the ultrashort laser pulse, its polarization or the wavelength used is then studied and linked to previous characterizations of filamentationgenerated plasma columns.
I. INTRODUCTION
Filamentation is a propagation regime reached for short high power laser pulses propagating through transparent media. First, such pulses self-focus due to the optical Kerr effect until intensity becomes high enough to ionize the medium through multiphoton absorption and tunneling. From then on, a dynamic balance is established between, on the one hand, the Kerr effect and, on the other hand, non-linear absorption, plasma defocusing and diffraction, resulting in the beam maintaining a very high intensity in a thin channel of almost constant radius over several Rayleigh lengths [1] . In order to reach this peculiar propagation regime, however, pulses must have a peak power higher than a critical power P cr ∼ 10 GW in air at 800 nm.
Once the laser pulse has left, it leaves in its trail a thin column of weakly ionized plasma, which recombines in less than 10 ns [2] . During this process, energy from free electrons is transferred to rotational and translational degrees of freedom of air molecules. Two-photon Raman excitation of rotational states has also been shown to be a very efficient path of energy transfer from the laser pulse to the medium [3, 4] . Eventually, this energy is converted into heat of air molecules over a nanosecond timescale and it is mostly confined to the volume initially occupied by the filament [5] . Such a localized, fast energy deposition leads to the formation of an outward-propagating pressure wave and a central low-density channel presenting the same cylindrical geometry as the filament [6, 7] . The system gets back to its initial pressure over a microsecond timescale and the density hole decay is then governed by diffusion and can last for milliseconds [5] .
The formation of such low-density channels by filamentation has several interesting applications such as the formation of virtual optical waveguides [8, 9] . It also plays a fundamental role in the field of filamentation-guided discharges. Indeed, the guiding effect and breakdown volt- * guillaume.point@ensta-paristech.fr age reduction observed when using an ultrashort laser pulse to trigger high-voltage discharges is thought to result mostly from a standard, non-ionized air breakdown mechanism but at a lower density [6, 10] . A better understanding and optimization of the formation of air underdense channels is then crucial for the development of applications of laser-guided discharges like the laser lightning rod [11, 12] or virtual plasma antennas [13, 14] .
In this Article, we investigate the formation of underdense channels in air resulting from filamentation of a millijoule-level laser pulse. Air density profiles are recorded by means of transverse interferometry followed by Abel inversion. The full time evolution of low-density channels in the case of tight focusing (f /70) is recorded. In these conditions, we report the formation of channels lasting for more than 90 ms, which is almost enough to generate a permanent low-density channel with a 10 Hz repetition rate. Hydrodynamic simulations yield very good agreement with experiments, and enable us to estimate the initial maximum air temperature at 1100 K. Influence of experimental parameters such as the focusing, wavelength and polarization of the laser pulse is also investigated. We find that energy transfer from the laser pulse to the medium is optimized using strong focusing, short wavelengths and linear polarization.
II. METHODS

A. Experimental methods
We make use of transverse interferometry to record refractive index changes induced by filamentation in air. Our interferometer is build in a standard Mach-Zehnder configuration (figure 1). The probe laser (Quanta Ray GCR-290-10 from Spectra Physics) is a Nd:YAG Qswitched laser delivering ∼ 100 µJ, 8 ns full width at half-maximum (FWHM) pulses at 1064 nm. The probe beam is spatially cleaned and magnified by means of a 100 µm pinhole placed in an afocal telescope, resulting in a quasi-Gaussian spatial profile with a 8.3 mm FWHM.
The studied underdense channels are generated by ultrashort laser pulses undergoing filamentation. The chirped pulse amplification Ti:sapphire laser chain ENSTAmobile delivers 50 fs pulses at an energy up to 250 mJ at λ = 800 nm. For this study, we kept the pulse energy at a reference level of 5 mJ, yielding a peak power P = 100 GW ≈ 10 P cr . A λ/4 waveplate placed at the output of the laser enables us to shift at will between linear and circular polarization. We can also make use of a second harmonic potassium dihydrogen phosphate (KDP) crystal to generate laser pulses centered at λ = 400 nm. The pulse is focused using lenses of various focal lengths, collapsing to form a filament in one of the arms of the interferometer perpendicularly to the probe beam. A beam dump stops the filament before it reaches the reference arm, which could affect refractive index measurements. The probe laser is synchronized with the ENSTAmobile using the latter's internal clock, which grants us the possibility to set the pump/probe delay with a 1 ns precision and a 1.5 ns jitter. Interferograms are recorded by the CCD camera (model TaperCamD-UCD12 from DataRay, Inc.) with a 10.5 µm pixel size and a 1024 × 1360 pixel array, giving a field of view of more than 1 cm in each direction. The CCD matrix is placed in the conjugated plane of the filament using a 75 mm imaging lens and a 2f /2f layout. A typical example of interferogram is given in figure 2 . Full interferogram processing is explained in references [15, 16] . Phase is first evaluated from the interferograms using a 1D continuous wavelet transform algorithm, and then unwrapped by a local, quality-guided phase unwrapping routine. Phase shift is obtained after removal of the background carrier phase from blank interferograms. In the single-shot regime, i. e. in the case of non-averaged data, we report a minimum RMS phase noise of 2 mrad. As the interaction length between the probe and the phase object is very short (∼ 100 µm), we can completely neglect any probe deflection effect [15, 16] .
The refractive index of air, N air , and number density n n are linked by the Gladstone-Dale relation, which is a simplified version of the Lorentz-Lorenz relation [17] :
z ( where β is the Gladstone-Dale constant. This modeling has been shown to be valid at least up to 5000 K for air [18] , which is far higher than typical temperatures encountered in this work. Using the Ciddor equation [19] at p = 1.013 × 10 5 Pa and T = 293.15 K, we have β = 2.7 × 10 −4 for a reference density n 0 = 2.47 × 10 25 m −3 . The recorded phase shift can then be expressed as:
where s is the coordinate along the probe beam propagation axis. For a typical probed object of size ∼ 100 µm, we then estimate the density resolution of our interferometer to be ∼ 3 × 10 23 m −3 , that is ∼ 0.01 n 0 . Since we use a transverse geometry for our interferometric measurements, we can then recover radial density profiles using the inverse Abel transform technique. To this purpose, we use a Fourier-Hankel algorithm [20] . As experimental data is never perfectly symmetric with respect to the center of the underdense channel, density is averaged between the right and the left part of inverted density profiles.
B. Numerical methods
We have solved numerically the compressible Euler equations for the fluid mass density, ρ = n n M/N A (M being the molar mass and N A the Avogadro number), linear momentum density, ρ #» v , and total energy per unit volume, e, in cylindrical coordinates neglecting azimuthal fluxes:
Pressure, p, and temperature, T , are linked by the ideal gas equation of state (EOS) [21] . This method is able to capture the shock wave formation, of which threshold is observed to be around or below the typical peak temperatures involved in our simulations, T ∼ 10 3 K. The internal energy = e/ρ − | #» v | 2 /2 and adiabatic coefficient γ = 1.4 are used to compute the speed of sound, a = ∂ ρ p| + p/ρ 2 ∂ p| ρ , at each step, necessary to determine the fluxes, F. Our simulations are initialized with a Gaussian distribution of temperature. Plasma recombination occurs over a few hundreds of fs, an extremely short timescale compared to acoustic relaxation and thermal diffusion timescales ( 10 ns). We therefore assume that the heating of air occurs almost instantaneously after the laser pulse and that this yields no change in the gas density. Under this assumption the pressure and total energy are unequivocally defined and set the initial conditions.
III. FILAMENTATION-INDUCED HYDRODYNAMICS A. Experimental characterization
To generally characterize the formation of underdense channels in air by filamentation, we study filaments generated by 5 mJ, 50 fs, linearly polarized pulses at 800 nm focused at f /70. In this case, laser pulses collapse to form a single filament about 3 cm long. The probing arm of the interferometer intercepts the filament shortly before the lens geometric focus, i. e. around the nonlinear focus, where the plasma luminescence is the most intense. Interferometric acquisitions are done in the single shot regime, and no subsequent multi-shot data averaging is done.
The strength of our diagnostic lies in its ability to give unambiguous two-dimensional space-resolved density profiles thanks to the Abel inversion process. In figure 3 are presented such two-dimensional profiles for three different delays: 0.5 ( figure 3-(a) ), 5 ( figure 3-(b) ) and 500 µs after the onset of filamentation ( figure 3-(c) ). Here, r corresponds to the radial coordinate and z to the laser propagation axis, that is the cylindrical symmetry axis. Figure 3 -(a) clearly shows the formation of a central underdense channel of ∼ 350 µm FWHM and of minimum value ∼ 8.5 × 10 24 m −3 , that is a 60% reduction with respect to n 0 . This channel is surrounded by a annular overdense ridge centered around r = 330 µm of which amplitude is ∼ 3 × 10 25 m −3 . A simple evaluation of the n l parameter, that is the relative linear neutral density, defined as:
gives max z (n l ) ∼ 10 −3 , proving the conservation of the number of neutral molecules is respected. Looking at the density profiles for the 5 µs delay ( figure  3-(b) ), we see the low-density channel is now shallower and wider, reaching the level of 10 25 m −3 for a 400 µm FWHM. As for the overdense ring, it has propagated outwards, being now around r = 2.2 mm. We can thus
. This wave completely attenuates and results in a negligible contribution to the phase shift after a few tens of microseconds. After 500 µs ( figure 3-(c) ), the underdense channel continues to resorb by diffusion, enlarging and decreasing in amplitude at 800 µm and ∼ 1. A clearer picture of the phenomenon can be obtained with one-dimensional density profiles. To this purpose, data from density planes is averaged along z, yielding the curves displayed in figure 4 .
It is notably easier to follow the propagation of the single-cycle sound wave and its progressive attenuation with time in figure 4-(a) . The strong density gradients encountered in this wave and its supersonic speed are characteristic of a shock wave, a very interesting feature which was not seen in the case of less energetic laser pulses [5, 7] .
Long-time dynamics (figure 4-(b)) are characterized by the persistence of the underdense channel, which slowly resorbs by diffusion. We could still record a phase shift on the order of a few tens of milliradians at a delay of 90 ms, but the channel is then so large that it affects the whole field of view of the camera and prevents the Abel inversion of the profile to recover density. It might then be possible, in these conditions, to witness the appearance of a cumulative effect and the formation of a permanent low-density channel with a laser frequency of only 10 Hz, much in the same way it was observed by Cheng et al. for low energy laser pulses at a 1 kHz cadence [5] .
We have been able to fully characterize filamentationinduced hydrodynamics in air by means of a twodimensional space resolved diagnostic. We now can investigate the influence of different experimental parameters on these effects. For the sake of clarity, we will only be using z-averaged density profiles, resulting in 1D data sets.
B. Numerical reconstruction
Two-dimensional simulations of the experimentally observed cylindrical geometry showed identical results as the 1D case (neglecting axial dynamics). We therefore show the latter case for the sake of transparency in the comparison in between figures 4-(a) and 5-(a). Simulations giving the best fit to experimental data were initialized using a Gaussian temperature profile of amplitude 1100 K and of standard deviation σ = 120/ √ 2 µm ≈ 85 µm. The results are plotted in figure 5. figure 5-(b) , which displays the time evolution of on-axis density, the minimum density is reached around 1 µs, corresponding to what was actually seen experimentally. After this point, density goes up very slowly, eventually reaching 2.3 × 10 25 m −3 after 5 ms. In summary, the simulation is in excellent agreement with experimental results and thus we can estimate the initial temperature increase induced by the laser energy deposition in air to be about 1100 K. Note this is achieved with ∼mJ pulses and the heating is one order of magnitude higher than previously estimated temperatures achieved with ∼ 100 µJ [5] . This comparison suggests T increases in a linear fashion in the µJ to mJ range of energies.
IV. INFLUENCE OF EXPERIMENTAL CONFIGURATION ON UNDERDENSE CHANNELS
A. Influence of focusing conditions
External focusing conditions of an ultrashort laser pulse have been shown to have a strong impact on the resulting filament. Moderate to strong focusing (up to ∼ f /100) results in a gentle enlargement of the filament core and a rise of the plasma density [22] . Under stronger focusing conditions (∼ f /10), it is even possible to reach very high plasma densities up to the optical breakdown of air [23, 24] . This is attributed to the increase of laser energy at the center of the beam due to the lens-imposed phase which, in turn, increases peak intensity and plasma density. As a new dynamic balance between focusing, self-focusing, non-linear absorption and plasma defocusing is reached, the intense core of the filament swells to compensate for the increase in electron density.
To study the influence of the external focusing on filamentation-generated underdense channels, we followed the evolution of density profiles with time in the case of loose (f /200), moderate (f /130) and tight focusing (f /70). Corresponding results are plotted in figure  6 . Figure 6 -(a) shows the time evolution of the on-axis air density, that is the depth of the underdense channel, while figure 6-(b) gives an estimation of the radial extension of the channel in time. It appears that the stronger the focusing, the deeper and wider the low-density channel. More specifically, we notice a strong regime transition between f /200 and f /130, marked by an important increase of the underdense channel depth. The channel width, however, remains more or less the same for these two focusing conditions, but rises dramatically for strong focusing with at least a two-fold increase.
These results are a direct consequence of the evolution of plasma density with different focusing conditions. Indeed, heating of air arises mainly from two different effects: the first one is the Raman rotational excitation of air molecules, and the other one the conversion of plasma electron kinetic energy to molecular rotational, vibrational and translational thermal energy. Since peak intensity does not vary much between tight and moderate focusing conditions, the only vector for energy transfer from the laser pulse to the medium that is strongly affected by the focusing parameter is plasma generation. We can therefore link the strength of the hydrodynamic response of heated air to the focusing conditions used for the ultrashort laser pulse. Théberge et al. experimentally identified a dramatic increase in the laser-induced plasma density for a f /120 focusing in the case of a 2.5 P cr laser pulse [22] . Even though we have a more powerful pulse, this value agrees well with the heating regime transition highlighted in figure 6-(a). We also witness the enlargement of the channel with tight focusing, resulting from the initial larger plasma column.
B. Influence of the wavelength
The same comparative study is performed for 5 mJ, 500 fs pulses focused at f /70 at both 800 and 400 nm. The corresponding results are displayed in figure 7 .
As it can be seen in 7-(a), blue filaments are responsible for the generation of a slightly deeper underdense channel than in the case of infrared filamentation, which however takes a longer time to develop. This channel also appears larger in the 400 nm case ( figure 7-(b) ). We report a minimum density level of 4 × 10 24 m −3 reached at 10 µs, that is a density reduction of more than 75% with respect to n 0 . These results are in good agreement with what was observed by Zhang et al. [25] . They characterized the filamentation of focused and collimated 6 mJ, 170 fs pulses at 400 nm, which almost corresponds to the same regime as ours. They found blue filaments focused at f /60 resulted in a ∼ 160 µm wide plasma channel with a typical density 2 × 10 23 m −3 , where infrared filaments had a FWHM of only 110 µm in the same conditions. We can also estimate from the work of Théberge et al. that infrared filaments obtained with similar focusing have a density around 10 23 m −3 [22] . Therefore, plasma columns generated by blue filamentation are slightly larger and denser than their infrared counterpart, which corresponds to what we observed studying the resulting underdense channels.
C. Influence of the polarization
Polarization dynamics in the field of laser filamentation are not well elucidated. It is agreed that critical power in case of circularly polarized pulses is higher than for linear pulses, and that multiple filamentation is more difficult to achieve in these conditions [26, 27] . Numerical studies in the case of ∼ 3P cr pulses have shown that the generated plasma is less dense for circular polarisation than for linear polarization [26] . However, experiments at higher power (∼ 20 P cr ) gave the opposite result, with a higher intensity and plasma density being recorded at the nonlinear focus with circularly polarized pulses [28] . However one also has to bear in mind that energy transfer from the laser pulse to the plasma in these two different configurations is not the same. It has been calculated that electron temperature in the case of circular polarization is well defined around an intensitydependent value, which can reach up to 15 eV. This has been evidenced by the existence of collision-assisted population inversion of the triplet manifold of molecular nitrogen in plasma filaments [29] . On the other hand, in the case of linear polarization, the electron energy distribution is peaked at low energy and weakly extends up to only a few electronvolts. Plasma generation should then be a better vector for energy transfer from the laser pulse to the medium in the case of circular polarization.
The results of our experiments are presented in figure  8 . Figure 8-(a) , which displays the minimum neutral density in the underdense channel with time, does not show a strong difference between the two polarizations. Regarding the channel size ( figure 8-(b) ), experimental ob-servations are however different with a noticeably larger channel for the linear case than for the circular one. We can explain these results as follows: according to Petit et al., a higher intensity is reached in a filament with circularly polarized light because of a weaker multiphoton absorption. Consequently, beam self-focuses over a longer distance than for linear polarization [28] . This leads to a smaller filament transverse size, as observed in figure 8-(b) . But since electron energy is higher in the case of circular polarization, heating is very efficient, which explains why a similar channel depth is reached in the two cases.
V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
We implemented a sensitive interferometric diagnostic for the characterization of the underdense channels generated by laser filamentation in the millijoule regime. We characterized the evolution of this channel over several orders of magnitude in time in the case of a 5 mJ, 50 fs laser pulse focused at f /70. These results are well reproduced by hydrodynamic simulations. We found that in these conditions, filamentation generates an underdense channel lasting for more than 90 ms and could result in the formation of a permanent density hole with laser repetition frequencies as low as 10 Hz. Moreover, numerical estimation of the initial air temperature following filamentation plasma recombination gives a value of 1100 K, much higher than was previously reported in the case of low-energy filamentation.
We then investigated the influence of focusing conditions, of the wavelength and of the polarization of the laser pulse on the low-density channel. We were able to link the observed behaviors to the diffent sizes and densities of the plasma columns generated in each scenario. Energy transfer from the laser pulse to the medium thus appears optimized in case of strong focusing, with shorter wavelengths and using linear polarization, resulting in an important and spatially broad heating. We link heating to the value of plasma parameters, namely plasma density and temperature. This opens perspectives for optimizing energy deposition in air by tailoring filamentation [30, 31] . Another way to achieve further insight would be to further increase the pulse energy to the order of 100 mJ, where the above clamping plasma densities achieved by the merging of multi-filament bundles [32] is expected to rise the air temperature towards levels comparable to those achieved by electric discharges, ∼ 10 4 K [33] .
